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Kuroda no Ginji (黒田の吟二)

Kuroda no Ginji (黒田の吟二) is a non-player character played by Hyralt.

Kuroda no Ginji (黒田の吟二)

Given Name Kuroda (黒田)
Family Name Ginji (吟二)

Species & Gender: Minkan Male
Date of Birth: YE 31
Organization: Kikyō Scouts
Occupation: Scout

Rank: Ume (Plum)
Current Placement: Kuroda Cha-en (黒田茶園)

Preferred Plots:

Kikyo Scouts Never Say Die1.

Physical Description

Ginji is 162.5cm or 5'4“, fairly average for his age. He is skinny like his dad, with light skin, brown eyes,
and black hair which always seems to be messy and full of dirt and grease.
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Personality

Both Ginji and his older brother Daizō took after their father, but in different ways. Where Daizō loved
plants and camping, Ginji loved robots and technology. Ginji is a little shy around other kids, but finds it
easy to open up while talking about technology, particularly robots.

If not otherwise occupied, Ginji tinkers with his little pocket-sized robots in hopes of being as cool as his
dad some day. He has a fist-sized robot called “Army,” modelled after his dad's Handy Max, which is
essentially a cube with a sensor arm protruding from every face. Maybe he'll join the Star Army of
Yamatai.

History

Ginji was born in YE 31 in Shingō in the Ice Queen Mountains on Yamatai (Planet).
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Social Connections

Ginji is connected to:

Kuroda no Ryūsuke (黒田の竜介), father
Kuroda no Kaori (黒田の佳保里), his mother, deceased in YE 34
Kuroda no Daizō (黒田の太三), his older brother
Kinoshita Fusako (née Kuroda no Fusako), his aunty who makes sake,
Sonoda Hibari (née Kuroda no Hibari), his other aunty and housewife of Sonoda Akira, and
Sonoda Takashi, his cousin

OOC Notes

Hyralt created this article on 2022/10/15 19:15 using the Character Template.

Character art created by Hyralt using artbreeder
https://www.artbreeder.com/i?k=6b10af981a6f9bd4dbb15faa1717
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